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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Various function space topologies have been playing increasingly 
important roles in modern topology. Each of the topologies defined on 
the space F of all the functions on a space X into another space Y 
is based on some concept of "nearness" of two functions. In fact, every 
topology defined on any space is based on some definition of "nearness" 
of the elements of the space. A close scrutiny of the widely used point-
wise convergence topology and the compact open topology for the function 
space reveals that the latter is obtained from the former by a simple 
extension of the concept of "nearness of two functions" used for obtaining 
the former. The pointwise convergence topology results from the defini­
tion of nearness of two functions in terms of their nearness on an element 
of the domain X; that is, if f e F is such that f(x) e U, where x e X 
and U is an open subset of Y, the functions "near" to f are required 
to satisfy the same condition. If (x,U) denotes the set of all functions 
f e F such that f(x) e U, then {(x,U) : x e X, U is an open subset of Y} 
is a subbasis for the pointwise convergence topology. Extending this 
concept of "nearness of two functions on an element of X" to "nearness 
of two functions on compact subsets of X", a larger topology, viz., the 
compact open topology, is obtained. This is done by the definition that 
g e F is said to be "near to f e F on a compact subset A of X" if 
and only if for an open subset U of Y containing f(A), it is true 
that g(A) is contained in U. If (A,U) ' denotes the set of all func­
tions f e F such that f(A) is contained in U, then {(A,U) : A is a 
compact subset of X and U is an open subset of Y} is a subbasis 
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for the compact open topology. 
These concepts of "nearness" of two functions do not seem to be natural 
in the sense that if two functions f,g e F are near to each other on an 
element or on a compact subset of X, they may still be quite "far" from 
each other on the complement of the element or on the complement of the 
compact subset as the case may be. A more natural way of defining "near­
ness" of two functions will, therefore, be by requiring nearness of the 
functions on every element of X. This extended concept of nearness is 
the central idea of "a-nearness" defined below and it gives rise, under 
certain suitable conditions, to a still larger topology which will be 
called the "Near Topology". 
Two functions f,g e F are said to be "a-near" for an open cover 
a of Y if and only if for every x e X, the images f(x) and g(x) 
belong to the same open set U for some U e a. The smallest topology 
in F compatible with this requirement is called the "Near Topology" 
and is denoted by T^ . Chapter II of this paper is a study of the Near 
Topology - its definition, separation properties and a comparison of 
this topology with some of the other well-known function space topologies. 
Most of the work in function space topologies and in the theory of 
retracts concerns primarily the continuous functions. The general concept 
of a function is too wide to be of interest in analysis or in topology 
because in these fields one usually deals with functions which are con­
tinuous on certain sets of points. However, there has been considerable 
interest in some special subclasses of non-continuous functions which 
contain properly the continuous functions as a subset. Stallings [21] 
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points out that some problems of topology can be solved only through the 
study of non-continuous functions. Besides, the investigation of non-
continuous functions for their own sake also has some intrinsic interest. 
The concepts of almost continuous functions, connected functions, con­
nectivity functions and peripherally continuous functions have appeared 
in the literature rather extensively and in various contexts. Sanderson 
[20] investigated the relations among some basic properties of these non-
continuous functions in an attempt to unify much of the often repeated 
and similar material. A good deal of recent work has been devoted to the 
various characteristics of these functions in general. No attempt, how­
ever, is made here to list all the relevant papers. 
It is natural, then, to attempt to introduce yet another subclass of 
non-continuous functions which will be termed the "nearly continuous 
functions" as they emerge from the concept of "a-nearness" of functions 
introduced earlier. A function f : X Y will be called "nearly con­
tinuous" if and only if for every open cover % of Y, there exists a 
continuous function g : X ^  Y which is a-near to f. Chapter III of 
this paper deals with these functions and their characteristics. The set 
of all nearly continuous functions on a space X to another space Y is 
seen to properly contain the set of all continuous functions on X to Y. 
A study of the conditions sufficient to make nearly continuous functions 
continuous is followed by that of compositions of nearly continuous func­
tions with continuous and nearly continuous functions. An investigation 
of the nature of the nearly continuous image of connected (respectively, 
compact) sets led to the concept of "nearly connected" (respectively. 
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"nearly compact" and "star compact") sets. 
Chapter IV introduces yet another subclass of non-continuous functions, 
termed the "weakly nearly continuous functions", which properly contains 
the class of nearly continuous functions. A study of the conditions suf­
ficient to make weakly nearly continuous functions continuous (respectively, 
nearly continuous) is followed by that of compositions of weakly nearly 
continuous functions with continuous and nearly continuous functions. 
Chapter V is devoted to the theory of retraction by nearly continuous 
functions and to the fixed point property in relation to nearly continuous 
functions. 
Throughout this paper, let X and Y denote topological spaces and 
let F denote the set of all functions on X to Y. Let C, Q, and K 
denote the subsets of F consisting of respectively all continuous, closed, 
and compact functions. In other words, 
C = { f e F : f  i s  c o n t i n u o u s }  
Q = {f e F ; f(A) is closed for each closed subset A of X} 
K = {f e F : f(A) is compact for each compact subset A of X}. 
Let denote the family of all open coverings for the space Y. A 
covering 3 e Î2 is said to refine (or is a refinement of) another covering 
a E Q if for each V e g, there is some U e a such that V is contained 
in U. If A is a subset of Y and a c Q, the set U{U e a : A A U f 
is called the star.of A with respect to the cover a and will be denoted 
by a*(A). If A = {y}, a*({y}) will be also written as a*(y). The star 
of a star of A with respect to the open cover a will be denoted by 
a**(A) . A covering g e is called a star-refinement of another 
covering a e fi, whenever the covering {g*(V) : V E g} refines a.- A 
topological space is said to be fully normal if and only if each open 
cover has an open star-refinement. By a regular space is meant a topo­
logical space satisfying the axiom : Given any closed subset A and 
any point b ^ A, there exist disjoint open sets 0^ and 0^ containing 
A and b respectively; or equivalently, for each point p and each open 
set U containing p, there is an open set V containing p whose 
closure V is contained in U. By a normal space is meant a topological 
space satisfying the axiom If A and B are disjoint closed subsets, 
then there exist disjoint open sets, one containing A and the other 
containing B; or eguivalently, for each closed subset A and each open 
set U containing A, there exists an open set V such that AdVczVciU. 
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CHAPTER II. NEAR TOPOLOGY 
2.1 Definition : Let f e F, g e F and a e Then f and g are 
said to be a-near if and only if for every x e X, it is true that 
f(x), g(x) E U for some U e a. In other words, g is said to be a-near 
to f if and only if g(x) e a*(f(x)) for every x e X. 
This concept of a-nearness is used to define a new topology for 
the function space F of all the functions on X to Y. 
2.2 Definition : Let f e F and a e ÎÎ. Denote the set of all 
functions which are a-near to f by W(f,a); that is, W(f,a) = {g e F : 
g is a-near to f} = {g e F : g(x) e a*(f(x)) for every x e X}. 
Then the set {W(f,a) : f e F, a e is easily seen to be a subbasis 
for a topology on F, which will be termed the "Near Topology" and will 
be denoted by 
Some of the separation properties of the function space (F,T^ ) 
are determined by those of the range space Y of the elements of F as 
can be seen from the following theorems. 
2.3 Theorem; The function space (F,T^ )' is a T^-space if and only 
if the range space Y is a T^-space. 
Proof: First, let Y be a T^-space and let f, g e F; f ^  g. 
Then there exists a point a'é X such that f(a) ^  g(a). Since Y is 
a T^-space, a = {Y - {f(a)}, Y - {g(a)}} is an open cover for Y and 
obviously g ^ W(f,a). 
Next, let (F,T^ ) be a T^-space. Let a, b G Y; a ^ b and 
let X e X. Let f, g E ,F be such that f = g on X - {x}, f(x) = a and 
g(x) = b. Then f ^ g. Since (F,T^) is a T^-space, there exists a 
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neighlDorhood W(h,a) of f such that g ^ W(h,a) for some h c F .and 
a e Q. Then f(x) e oi*(h(x)) and g(x) ^  a*(h(x)) and hence t = g(x) 
does not belong to the open set U e a which contains a = f(x) and 
h(x). Hence Y is a T^-space. 
2.4 Theorem: The function space (F,T^ ) is a Hausdorff space if 
and only if Y is a Hausdorff space. 
Proof: First, let Y be a Hausdorff space and let f, gF; 
f ^  g. Then there exists a point a e X such that f(a) ^  g(a). Since 
Y is a Hausdorff space, there exist open sets U, V in Y such that 
f(a) E U, g(a) e V and U n V = (j>. Then, a = {U, Y - {f(a)}} and 
3 = {V, Y - {g(a)}} are open covers for Y. Clearly W(f,a) and 
W(g,3) are disjoint open sets in (F,T^) containing f and g respec­
tively. Hence (F,T^) is a Hausdorff space. 
Next, let (F,T^ ) be a Hausdorff space. Let a, b S Y; a ^  b. 
Let f, g £ F be the constant functions defined by f(x) = a, g(x) = b 
for all X e X. Then f ^ g. Since (F,T^ ) is a Hausdorff space, there 
m n 
exist disjoint neighborhoods D W(f.,a.) and H ¥(g.,3.) of f and g 
i=l jsl J J 
respectively, where f^, g^ e F and a^, 3^ e 0 for i = 1, 2, ..., m and 
j = 1, 2, ..., n. For x e X, let U . e a. and V . e 3. be such that 
x,i X x,j J 21 
f(x), f.(x) e U . and g(x), g.(x) e V .. Then H U . and 
^ 1 ^>1 0 ^5 J 
n V . are disjoint neighborhoods of a = f(x) and b = g(x) respec-
j_l 
tively for some x e X. For, if not, any- function h e F such that 
m n 
h(x) e ( n U .)ri ( D V .) will be a.-near to f. for i = 1, 2, ..., 
i=l j=l ^ ^ 
m and also g.-near to g. for j = 1, 2, ..., n so that ( H ¥(f.,a.)) H 
n i=l ^ ^ 
( n W(g.,3.)) ^  (j). This is a contradiction to the fact that (F,T ) is a 
j=l " 
Hausdorff space. Hence Y is a Hausdorff space. 
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In view of Theorem 6.3 of [l41 and Theorem 2.9 of this paper we 
have the following 
2.5 Theorem: Let X be a T^-space, Y be a normal space and Q 
be the set of closed functions on X to Y. Then (Q,T^) is a regular 
space. 
The Near Topology for the function space is then compared with 
some of the other well-known function space topologies. 
2.6 Theorem: If the range space Y of the elements of F is a 
-space, the pointwise convergence topology T is contained in the 
1 p • c . 
near topology T^ . 
Proof: A subbasis for the pointwise convergence topology con­
sists of the set {(x, U)}, where (x, U) = {f e F ; f(x) e U},x e X, U 
is an open subset of Y . Since Y is a T^-space, a = {U, Y - {f(x)}} 
is an open cover for Y and obviously W(f,a)c(x, U) if f e (x, U). 
Hence (x, U) is open in the near topology and so the pointwise conver­
gence topology is contained in the near topology. 
The following example shows that the above inclusion is strict. 
2.7 Example : Let X be the set of all real numbers in the open 
unit interval (O, l) with the usual topology and let Y be the finite 
T^-space {a^, a^, ...» a^}. Consider the constant functions f^ : X Y 
defined by f\(x) = a^ for all xeX, i=l, 2, 3, ...,n. Let a be 
the open covering {{a^}, {a^}, ..., {a^}} of Y. Then W(f^,a) = {f\} 
for i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n and these are not open in (F,T ). 
p. c 
2.8 Remark : It can be similarly proved that if the domain space X 
is a T^-space, the pointwise convergence topology for the space Q of 
closed functions is contained in the near topology. 
2.9 Theorem: If the range space Y of the elements of F is a 
Hausdorff space, the compact open topology for the space K of 
compact functions is contained in the near topology 
Proof: A subbasis for the compact open topology consists of the 
sets of the form (A, U) = {f e K : f(A)d Ul ,A is a compact subset of X, 
U is an open subset of Y . If f e (A, U) and Y is Hausdorff, f(A) 
is compact and hence closed. Then for the open cover a = {U, Y - f(A)} 
of Y, g e W(f,a) implies that g e (A, U). Therefore W(f,a) is 
contained in (A, U) and so the compact open topology is contained in 
the near topology. 
The above inclusion is strict. For, it is easy to see that in 
the Example 2.7, Y is also a Hausdorff space and W(f^,a) = {f\}, 
i = 1, 2, 3, n, are not open in 
2.10 Remark : It can be similarly proved that if the domain space X 
is a Hausdorff space, the compact open topology for the space Q of 
closed functions is contained in the near topology. 
2.11 Corollary: If Y is a Hausdorff space, T r- T, <— for 
^ k y: 
the space K of compact functions; if X is a Hausdorff space, the same 
is true for the space Q of closed functions. 
2.12 Theorem: The graph topology (introduced by Poppe [19]) 
is contained in the near topology for the space Q of closed 
functions. 
Proof: A subbasis for consists of the sets of the form 
(A, U) = {f e Q : f(A) CI U, A is a closed subset of X, U is an open 
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subset of Y}. Since f(A) is closed for f e Q, a = {U, Y - f(A)} 
is an open cover for Y. Then g e ¥(f,a) implies that g e (A, U). 
Thus W(f,a) is contained in (A, U) and hence is contained in 
The above theorem and Theorem 5.^.of [l8] together imply the 
following 
2.13 Corollary: Any a-topology is properly contained in the near 
topology for the space Q of closed functions. (A a-topology on F, as 
defined by Arens and Dugundji [l], is the topology generated by the sub-
basis {(A, U)} where A is a closed subset contained in some member of 
an open cover a of X). In fact, on Q, a-topology c C 
In view of Theorems 5*1 and $.2 of [l8] we have 
2.14 Corollary: If X is a T^-space, for the 
space Q of closed functions. 
Theorem $.3 of [l8] and Theorem 2.12 together yield 
2.15 Corollary: If X is a Hausdorff space, T d T, CI T, C: 
^ - • p.c.^ k ^  1 n 
for the space Q of closed functions. 
2.16 Theorem: The graph topology (introduced by Naimpally [l?]) 
contains the near topology for the space C^ of constant functions. 
Proof: Let W(f,a) be any subbasis element of (C^, x^) with 
f e Cg, a E Then U = X x a*(f(X)) is an open set of X x Y and = 
{f E Cg : graph of fdU} is a basis element of such that F^ is 
contained in W(f,a). Hence the near topology is contained in r^. 
2.17 Remark: If X and Y are T,-spaces, T = T, = for 
1 p.c 1 52 
the space C^ of constant functions. Each makes C^ homeomorphic to Y. 
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CHAPTER III. NEARLY CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
3.1 Definition: Let a be an open cover for Y. Then a function 
f : X ->• Y is said to be "a-nearly continuous" if and only if there 
exists a continuous function g : X -> Y which is a-near to f; that 
is, g(x) e a*(f(x)) for every x e X. 
Every continuous function is clearly a-nearly continuous for 
every a t ÇI. If B be an open refinement of a, any 3-nearly con­
tinuous function is obviously a-nearly continuous. If a, g e Î2, • 
Y = a D B = {U nv : U E a, V G g} e is an open refinement of both 
a and 3 and hence a' y-nearly continuous function f^ : X -> Y is clearly 
both a-nearly continuous and also g-nearly continuous. 
3.2 Theorem; Let a e ÎÎ and let f : X -> Y be a-nearly continuous. 
Then for every x e X, there exists a neighborhood N^ of x and an open 
set U e a such that f(x) e U and f(N^) is contained in a*(U). 
Proof: Since f is a-nearly continuous, there exists a con­
tinuous function g : X ^  Y 'such that for every x e X, f(x), g(x) e U 
for some U e a. By the continuity of g at x, there exists a neigh­
borhood N^ of X such that g(N^,) C U. Since g is a-near to f, 
it follows that f(N^) a a*(g(N^)) c: a*(U) . 
3.3 Corollary: If f : X^-Y be a-nearly continuous for a E 0, 
then for every x e X, there exists a neighborhood N^ of x such that 
f(N^)CZ a**(f(x)). 
3.4 Definition: A function f : X Y is said to be "nearly con­
tinuous" if and only if it is a-nearly continuous for every a e GL 
If the topology of Y is replaced by a coarser one, clearly f 
12 
remains nearly continuous. 
It follows from the definition that every continuous function is 
nearly continuous. However, the converse is not true even if the range 
space Y is T^, T^, or fully normal. A few examples of nearly con­
tinuous functions which are not continuous are given below. 
3.5 Example : Let the space Y be indiscrete or be indiscrete at 
some point. (A space is said to be indiscrete at some point belonging to 
it if the whole space is the only open set containing that point. Every 
such space is fully normal). Then every function on any space X into Y 
is nearly continuous obviously. 
3.6 Example : Let X be the set of real numbers in the closed unit 
interval [O, l] with the usual topology and let Y = {a, b, c} with the 
topology {(j), {a}, {a, b}, {a, c}, Y}. Then the function f : X -> Y 
defined by 
f(x) = b . for 0 £ X <_ 1/2 • 
= c for 1/2 < X £ 1 
is nearly continuous since the constant function g : X ->• Y defined by 
g(x) = a for all x £ X is a-near to f for every a E 0. 
In general, if the space Y contains a point p such that for 
every open set U of Y, p e U, then any function f : X -> Y will be 
nearly continuous. 
3.7 Example : Let X = [O, l] with the usual topology x and let 
Y = [0, 1] with the topology x' which is the usual topology except at 
0 where it is cofinite (i.e., neighborhoods of 0 have finite complements). 
Then the function f : X Y defined by 
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f(x) = 1 for X 7^ 0 
= 0 for X = 0 
is nearly continuous but not continuous. 
For, let a be any open cover for Y. Then any element (open 
set) of o containing 0 contains the interval (l - e, l) for some 
e > 0. a also contains an elem-.nt containing the interval (l - n, l] 
for some n > 0. If a e (l - n, l] Pi (l - e, l), the continuous function 
g : X ^  Y defined by g(x) = a for every x e X is a-near to f. 
3.8 Example : Let X = I = [0, l] with the usual topology and let 
Y = I X I be the Hausdorff space with the usual topology except at (O, O). 
A neighborhood of (O, O) is the interior of any sphere with center at 
(0, 0) with the open radius on y = 0 deleted. Then the function 
f : X -> Y defined by f(x) = (x, O) for every x e X is nearly con­
tinuous but not continuous. 
For, a continuous function g : X Y which is a-near to f 
can be defined as follows for every open cover a of Y. For any open 
cover a of Y, consider the subcover g of the subspace A = {(x,0) : 
0 £ X <_ 1} C Y consisting of only basic open sets each of which is con­
tained in some member of a. Let r be the width and d be the height 
of an element of g containing (O, O). Let d^, d^, d^, be the 
least of the heights of the elements of g covering the compact subspaces 
[r/2, l], [r/2^, r/2],-[r/2^, r/2^], respectively. Let 
= 1/2 min{d, d^, d^}, = min{k^/2, d^}, kg = min{k2/2, d^}. 
Define g : X -> Y by g(x) = (x, y) for every x e X - {0}, where y 
is given by 
lu 
y - (k^/2) = (x - (r/2)) for % e [r/2, l] 
1 - (r/2) 
y - (kg/2) = 
(k^ - k2)/2 
(x - (r/2^)) for x e [r/2^, r/2] 
(x - (r/2^)) for x e [r/2^, r/2^] 
and g(0) = (O, O). Clearly, g is continuous and is a-near to f. 
Since a is arbitrary, it follows that f is nearly continuous. 
The set of all nearly continuous functions on X to Y will "be 
denoted by BTC. If C denotes the set of all continuous functions on X 
to Y, C CNC in the function space with the near topology. For, by the 
definition of nearly continuous functions, C cNC. Let f z C - C. Then 
W(f,a) n C 7^ (j) for every a e Therefore, there is a continuous func­
tion g such that g e W(f,a) for every a e Q. Hence f z NO. 
Let AC denote the set of all almost continuous functions on X 
to Y. (A function f : X ->• Y is almost continuous if and only if for 
each open set U in X x Y containing the graph of f, G(f) = {(x, f(x)) : 
X e X}, there exists a continuous function g : X -> Y such that the graph 
of g, G(g) = {(x, g(x)),: X e X} is contained in U). Then .(NC H AC) -
C 7^ <j) but AC NC as can be seen from the following examples. 
3-9 Example : Let X = {p, q, r} with the topology {(j), {p}, {p, q}, 
X} and Y = {a, b, c} with the topology {(fi, {a}, {a, b}, {a, c}, Y}. 
The function f : X ^  Y defined by 
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f(p) = a 
f(q) = b 
f(r) = c 
is nearly continuous and also almost continuous. For, the continuous 
function g : X ->• Y defined by g(x) = a for all x £ X is a-near to 
f for each open cover a of Y and is such that the graph of g. Gig), 
is contained in any open set in X x Y containing the graph of f, G(f). 
3.10 Example : Let X = {p,q} with the topology {({), {p}, X} and 
Y = {a, b} with the discrete topology. Then the function f : X Y 
defined by 
f(p) = a 
f(q.) = t> 
is almost continuous but fails to be nearly continuous. 
The following theorem shows that the near topology is a 
"natural" topology for WC in the same sense as the topology of uniform 
convergence is for C. 
3.11 Theorem: If Y is a fully normal space, KC is closed in 
(f, Tg). 
Proof: Let f e F be a limit point of EC and let a e fi. 
Since Y is a fully normal space, there exists an open star-refinement of 
a. Let g be the open covering consisting of the elements of the open 
star-refinement of a. Then W(f,B) Pi UC - {f} ^  ^ . Let g e W(f,3) r\ NC 
- {f}. Since g e NC, there exists a continuous function h such that 
h E W(g,6). Clearly, h e W(g,g) and g e W(f,3) together imply that 
h e W(f,ci). Thus f E NC and hence EfC is closed in (F, x^). 
l6 
The nearly continuous functions are found to he continuous under 
certain sufficient conditions related to the nature of the range space Y 
of the functions. The following theorems give these sufficient conditions. 
Even though the next two theorems can be deduced as corollaries of Theorem 
3.15J they aire given here separately for reasons of their illustrative 
nature and of their independent proof. 
3.12 Theorem: If the range space Y is a metric space, every nearly 
continuous function f : X Y is continuous. 
Proof: Taking a sequence i = 1, 2, 3, , of open 
covers, where = (l/2^)-cover (that is, a cover consisting of open 
spheres of radius (1/2^)),'we get a sequence of continuous functions 
which are a^-close to f. Thus f will be the, uniform limit of a 
sequence of continuous functions and hence f is continuous. 
3.13 Corollary: If Y is a discrete space, every nearly continuous 
function f : X Y is continuous. 
3.14 Corollary: If Y is any arbitrary cartesian product of discrete 
spaces, every nearly continuous function f : X -> Y is continuous. (Y in 
this case is not necessarily discrete; but is totally disconnected). 
3.15 Theorem: If the range space Y be a completely regular T^-
space, then every nearly continuous function f : X-^Y is continuous. 
Proof: Since Y is a completely regular T^-space (Tychonoff 
space), it is homeomorphic to a subspace of a cube Z = I^, where 
I^ = [0, 1] for each asA and A is any index set. Let p^ be the 
projection map of Z onto I^ for each aeA. If f : X -> Y be a 
nearly continuous function (considering Y as a subspace of Z), p^o f 
IT 
is nearly continuous by Theorem 3.18 and continuous by Theorem 3.12 since 
I is a metric space for each aeA. Hence f is continuous. 
a 
3.16 Theorem: If {a**(y) : y e Y, a e is a basis for the topo­
logy of the range space Y, then every nearly continuous function 
f : X -> Y is continuous. 
Proof: Let x e X and let U be any open subset of Y con­
taining f(x). There exists a basis element a%*(f(x)) contained in U 
for some 2 e 0. Since f is nearly continuous, there exists a neigh­
borhood of X such that f(N^,) is contained in a**(f(x)) by 
Corollary 3.3. Thus f(N^) CZ a**(f(x)) C U. Since x and U are 
arbitrary, it follows that f is continuous. 
3.IT Corollary; If the range space Y is regular, then every nearly 
continuous function f : X -> Y is continuous. 
This corollary follows from Theorem 3.ID since a space Y is 
regular if and only if {a%%(y) : y e Y, a e 0} is a basis for the topo­
logy of Y. For, let Y be a regular space. Then if y e Y and U 
be any open subset of Y containing y, there is an open set V con­
taining y whose closure V is contained in U. Similarly, there exists 
an open set ¥ containing y whose closure ¥ is contained in V. 
Then a = {V, U - ¥, Y - V} is an open cover for Y and a**(y) = a*(V) . 
= U. Thus {a**(y) : y e Y, a e Q} is a basis for the topology of Y. 
Conversely, let {a**(y) : y G Y, a E is a basis for the topology of Y. 
Let y E Y and U be any open set containing y. There exists a £ 
such that a**(y) is contained in U. Taking Y = a^fy), clearly 
V c a*(V) = a**(y)cU and hence Y is a regular space. 
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If f : X Y be a nearly continuous function and A be a sub-
space of the domain space X, the restriction of f to A, denoted by 
fIA = g : A -> Y, defined by g(x) = f(x) for every point x e A, is 
obviously nearly continuous. This is seen also differently as f|A = f o i, 
where i : A c: X is the inclusion map and the result follows from Theorem 
3.18. But the function h : X -> f(X) defined by h(x) = f(x) for every 
point X e'X, is not necessarily nearly continuous, 'as can be seen from 
Exam p l e  3 . 6 .  
We now proceed to investigate the composition of nearly continuous 
functions with continuous and nearly continuous functions. 
3.18 Theorem: Let one of the functions f : X^Y and g : Y Z 
be continuous arid the other nearly continuous. Then the composed function 
gof : X -)• Z is nearly continuous. 
Proof: First, let f be continuous and g be nearly continuous. 
Let a be any open cover for Z. There exists a continuous function 
h : Y -)• Z which is such that for every y e Y, g(y), h(y) e U for some 
U e a. Thus for every x e X, we have that g(f(x)), h(f(x)) e U for 
some U e a. Since h^f is continuous. It follows that gof is nearly 
continuous. 
Note : A similar theorem does not seem to hold for almost con­
tinuous functions. Stallings [21] requires the conditions that X be 
compact Hausdorff and Y be Hausdorff for such a result to be true for 
almost continuous functions. 
Next, let f be nearly continuous and g be continuous. Let 
a be any open cover for Z. Then 3 = {g^(U) :Uect} is an open cover 
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for Y.- - There exists a continuous function h : X->-Y which is g-near 
to f; that is, for every x e X, f(x), h(x) c g ^(U) for some U e a. 
Therefore, for every x e X, g(f(x)), g(h(x)) e U for some U e a. 
Since g^h is continuous, it follows that g^f is nearly continuous. 
3.19 Corollary: If A C Y and 'f : X -> A be nearly continuous, 
then the function g : X Y defined by g(x) = f(x) for every x e X 
is nearly continuous. 
3.20 Corollary: Let f : X ->• Y and g : Y ^  Z be functions. Then 
if gof is nearly continuous and one of f, g is an open bisection (i.e., 
an open, one-to-one and onto function), then the other is nearly continuous. 
_1 
Proof: If f be an open bisection, then f is continuous. 
Then by Theorem 3.18, g = (gof)of ^  is nearly continuous. The proof is 
similar if g Is an open bisection. 
3.21 Corollary: If one of f : X ^  Y and g : Y -)• Z be a homeo-
morphism, then the other is nearly continuous if and only if gof is 
nearly continuous. 
3.22 Theorem: Let f : X -> Y and g : Y ->• Z be both nearly con­
tinuous and let Z be a fully normal space. Then the composed function 
gof : X ^  Z is nearly continuous. 
Proof : Let a be any open cover for Z and let 3 consist 
of the elements of an open star-refinement of a. Let h : Y -> Z be a 
continuous function which is 3-near to the nearly continuous function 
g. Then y = {h ^ (V) : V e 3) is an open cover for Y. Let k : X -> Y 
be a continuous function which is y-near to the nearly continuous func­
tion f. Then for every x e X, f(x), k(x) E h ^(V) for some V e 3 
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so that g(f(x)) E g * ( V )  C U for some U e a and h(k(x)) e V C U. Since 
hok is continuous, it follows that gof is nearly continuous. 
3.23 Theorem: Let f : X -> Y be a nearly continuous function of a 
connected space X into a space Y. Then for every a e there exists 
a connected subset C of Y such that f(X) C a'"(C ) and C C a*(f(X)). 
a a, a 
If, in addition, f is onto, then Y is connected. 
Proof: Let a e ^ and : X -> Y be a continuous function 
which is a-near to f .  Clearly, f (x )  c a * ( g  (x)), g^fx)  c a * ( f ( X ) )  and 
g (X) = C is connected. 
o a 
Let, in addition, f be onto. Suppose that Y is separated so 
that Y = U U V, where U and V are non-empty, disjoint, open subsets 
of Y. Then for the open cover a = {U, V}, there exists a continuous 
function g : X ->• Y which is a-near to f. Hence, g(X) H U 7^  (|i f 
g(X) n V. But U n V = (|). This is a contradiction to the fact that 
g(X) is connected, g being continuous. Hence, Y is connected. 
It can be seen from Example 3.6 that the nearly continuous image 
of a connected space is not necessarily connected in-general when the 
function is not onto. It must be noted that even with the additional 
condition "onto", a nearly continuous function is not necessarily a con­
nected function. 
We now introduce a new definition in terms of which the previous 
theorem will be reworded. 
3.2k Definition: A subset A of Y is said to be "nearly connected" 
(respectively, "weakly nearly connected") if and only if for every open 
cover, a of Y, there exists a connected set C CI Y such that A cz a * ( C  )  
a a 
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(respectively, A c a**(C ) ) and C a*(A) (respectively, C a**(A) ) . 
A connected set is obviously nearly connected but not conversely. 
The subset A = {b, c} in the space Y of Example 3.6 is nearly connected 
but not connected. 
A nearly connected set is clearly weakly nearly connected. The 
converse is true if the space Y is fully normal. For, if a be any 
open cover for Y, let 3 be an open star-refinement of a. If Ac Y 
be weakly nearly connected, there exists a connected set C. Y such 
that AC B**(C ) and C C e**(A). But B**(Cg) = 8*( LJfU e g: U n 
^ *}).= U {3*(U) : U E 6, U n C ^ *} C: U{V e a : V n Cg 9} = a*(Cg) 
and similarly, g**(A) C a*(A). 
A subset A of Y will be termed "strongly disconnected" if 
and only if A is not nearly connected. Any subset containing more than 
one point in a discrete space is strongly disconnected. A strongly dis­
connected set is obviously disconnected but not conversely. 
In the light of Definition 3.24, Theorem 3.23 can be reworded 
as follows: "The nearly continuous image of a connected space is nearly 
connected; if, in addition, the function is onto, the image is connected." 
The following theorem shows that nearly connectedness and weakly 
nearly connectedness are continuous invariants. 
3.25 Theorem: The continuous image of a (weakly) nearly connected 
set is (weakly) nearly connected. 
Proof: Let f : X ^  Y be a continuous function and let A be 
a nearly connected subset of X. Let a be any open cover for Y. Then 
B = {f ^ (U) : U e a} is an open cover for X. There exists a connected 
set C for this open cover 3 such that AC3^'(C) - U(U) : 
f~^(U) n C ^ (j)} and C Cg*(A). Then f(A)cZ f(g*(C)) and f(C)C 
f ( g * ( A ) ) .  B u t  f ( g * ( C ) )  =  n C  ^  4} C: lj{u E . a  :  
f~^(U) n C ^ CI (J{U e a : U (1 f(C) r <j)} = a*(f(C)) and similarly, 
f ( 3"(A) ) C CI*(f (A) ) . Since f is continuous, f(C) is connected and 
hence f(A) is nearly connected. 
The proof for weakly nearly connected sets is analogous observing 
that f ( B * * ( C ) )  = f( U { f " ^ ( U )  : f~^(U) H  g * ( C )  ^  < ^ } )  =  U{f(f"^(U)) :  
f~^(u)  n  6«(c )  ^  c :  U{u  :  u  nf(B*(c)) ^  *} c: 0{u  :  u  na*(f(c)) 
# = a*[a*(f(c))] = a**(f(c)). 
3.26 Corollary: The continuous image of a nearly continuous image of 
a connected set is nearly connected. 
3.27 Theorem: The nearly continuous image of a nearly connected set 
is weakly nearly connected. 
Proof: Let f : X Y be a nearly continuous function and let 
A be a nearly connected subset of X. Let a be any open cover for Y. 
Then there exists a continuous function g: X -> Y which is a-near to 
f. Then g(A) is nearly connected by Theorem 3.25 so that there exists 
a connected set C^CZ Y such that g(A) c a*(C ) and c. a""(g(A)). 
Since f is a-near to g, f(A) c a*(g(A)) and g(A) cz a*(f(A)). Then 
f(A) c  a*(g(A)) C  a*(a*(Cg)) = and c  a * ( g ( A ) )  C  a * [ a * ( f ( A ) ) ]  
= a**(f(A)). Hence f(A) is weakly nearly connected. 
3.28 Corollary: The nearly continuous image of a nearly connected 
set is nearly connected .if the range space is fully normal. 
Following the concept of a nearly continuous function, a nearly 
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connected f^mction can be defined as follows 
3.29 Definition: A function f : X Y is said to be a "nearly 
connected function" if and only if for every open cover a of Y, there 
exists a connected function g : X •> Y which is a-near to f. 
Clearly, the image of a connected set under a nearly connected 
function is nearly connected; and every connected function is a nearly 
connected function but not conversely. It is easy to see that every 
nearly continuous function is a nearly connected function. 
3.30 Theorem: Let f : X ->• Y be a nearly continuous function and 
let X be a compact space. Then for every a  E  0 ,  there exists a compact 
subset K  of Y  such that f(X) c  a * ( K  )  and C  a * ( f ( X ) ) .  Also 
for each open cover a of Y, f(x )  is covered by a finite number of 
stars of elements of a. ' 
Proof: Let a e and g : X Y be a continuous function 
a 
which is a-near to f. Then clearly, f(X)C a*(g^(X)), g^(X) c a * ( f ( X ) )  
and =  g  ( X )  is compact. 
Since K = g (X) is compact, K is covered by a finite number 
a a a 
of members U., i = 1, 2, 3, n, of a for every a E 0. Clearly, 
^ n 
f(X) C  a*(K ) C U a-»(U.) . 
" i=l ^ 
We now introduce a new definition in terms of which the above 
theorem will be reworded. 
3.31 Definition: A subspace A of Y is said to be "nearly 
compact" (respectively, "weakly nearly compact") if and only if for every 
open cover a of Y, there exists a compact set K C Y such that 
a 
A c  a*(K^) (respectively, A c  a**(K^))  and a * ( A )  (respectively, 
C a**(A)). A subspace A of Y is said to be "star compact" if 
2h 
and only if for every open cover a of Y, there exists a finite number 
n 
of members U., i = 1, 2, 3, n, of a such that A C (J a*(U.). 
^ i=l 
Obviously, a nearly compact subspace is both weakly nearly 
compact and also star compact; the union of two (and hence a finite number 
of) nearly compact subspaces is nearly compact. A weakly nearly compact 
subspace A of Y will be nearly compact if the space Y is fully 
normal. 
In terms of this definition, Theorem 3.30 can be reworded as 
follows: "The nearly continuous image of a compact space is nearly 
compact and hence also star compact". 
The following theorem shows that nearly compactness,weakly 
nearly compactness and star compactness are continuous invariants. 
3.32 Theorem: The continuous image of a (weakly) nearly compact set 
(respectively, star compact set) is (weakly) nearly compact (respectively, 
star compact). 
Proof: The theorem for star compact set is proved below. The 
proof for (weakly) nearly compact set is similar to that of Theorem 3.2$. 
Let f : X ->• Y be a continuous function and let A be a star 
compact subset of X. Let a be any open cover for Y. Then g = 
{f -^(U) : U e a} • is an open cover for X. Since A is star compact, 
there exist a finite number of members V. = f ^(U.), i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n, 
n n n 
of e such that AC U g * ( V . ) .  Then f(A) C  f( U g * ( V . ) )  =  U f ( g * ( V . ) )  
i=l ^ i=l. ^ i=l ^ 
and f(g*(V^)) = f( U{f~^(U) : f~^(U) 0 f"^(U^) f ^}) = Lj{f(f"^(U)) : 
f~^(U n U ) ^  (j)} C U{U e a : U n U. ^  <j)} = a*(U.). Thus, f(A) C 
n 11
U a*(U.) and hence f(A) is star compact. 
i=l ^ 
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3.33 Corollary : The continuous image of a nearly continuous image of 
a compact set is nearly compact. 
3.3^ Theorem: The nearly continuous image of a nearly compact space 
is weakly nearly compact ; it will be nearly compact if the range space is 
fully normal. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3.27 
and hence is omitted here. 
The following definitions of functions are similar to those of 
connected and nearly connected functions. 
3.35 Definition: A function f : X Y is said to be a "compact 
function" if and only if for every compact subset K of X, f(K) is 
compact. 
It is easy to see that every continuous function is a compact 
function but not conversely. The nearly continuous function f defined 
in Example 3.7 is a compact function but is not a continuous function. 
3.36 Definition: A function f ; X Y is said to be a "nearly 
compact function" if and only if for every open cover a of Y, there 
exists a compact function g: X ^  Y which is a-near to f. 
Clearly, the image of a compact subset K of X under a nearly 
compact function is nearly compact and every nearly continuous function 
is a nearly compact function. 
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CHAPTER IV. WEAKLY NEARLY CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
We now introduce another class of non-continuous functions which 
contains the nearly continuous functions as a proper subset. 
4.1 Definition: A function f : X ->• Y is said to be "weakly 
nearly continuous" if and only if for every a e there exists a 
continuous function g : X -> Y such that for every x e X, there exists 
U e a such that f(x) e U and g(x) e a*(U); that is, g(x) e a**(f(x)) 
for every x eX. 
In other words, • f : X Y is weakly nearly continuous if and 
only if there exists g e C such that for every a E and x e X, 
f(x) e U, g(x) £ V; U, V e a and U O V ^  cf). 
The set of all weakly nearly continuous functions on X to Y 
will be denoted by WNC. Clearly NC c WNC. The following example shows 
that the inclusion is strict. 
k . 2  Example : Let X = [O, l] with the usual topology T and let 
Y = [0, l] with the topology x' which is the usual topology except at 
0 where it is cofinite. Then the function f : X ->• Y defined by 
f(x) = X for X f 0 
= 1 .for X = 0 
is weakly nearly continuous but not nearly continuous. 
For, in any open cover a of Y, the element (open set) contain­
ing 0 contains the interval (l -e, l) for some e > 0. a also contains 
an element containing the interval (l -n, l] for some n > 0. The con­
tinuous function g : X -> Y defined by g(x) = x for every x e X is 
such that for any open cover a of Y, f(x) e U, g(x) e V; U, V e a 
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and U A V ^ ij>. That f is not nearly continuous is seen by considering 
13 13 5 T 3 
the open cover a of Y given by a = {Y-{1 , (q'j'q) = 
If AC denotes the set of all almost continuous functions on X 
to Y, (MC n AC) - C 7^ ^ and AC cf: WKC. (The almost continuous function 
defined in Example 3.10 fails to be weakly nearly continuous). 
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a function to be weakly nearly continuous. 
4.3 Theorem: A function f : X Y is weakly nearly continuous if 
and only if for every a E 0, there exists a nearly continuous function 
g : X ^  Y which is a-near to f. 
Proof: Let f : X Y be weakly nearly continuous and let 
a e Then there exists a continuous function h : X -> Y such that for 
every x s X, f(x) e U, h(x) e V; U, V e a and U D V tp. Define 
g : X Y such that g(x) e U O'V for every x c X by the axiom of 
choice. Then g is the required nearly continuous function which is 
a-near to f. 
Conversely, let a e Î2 and g : X Y be a nearly continuous 
function which is a-near to f : X -> Y= ' Let h : X ->• Y be a continuous 
function which is a-near to g. Then g(x), f(x) e U; g(x), h(x) e V 
for some U, V e a. Hence, f is weakly nearly continuous. 
The weakly nearly continuous functions are seen to be continuous 
(nearly continuous) under certain sufficient conditions related to the 
nature of the range space Y of the functions. 
4.4 Theorem: If Y , is a discrete space, every weakly nearly con­
tinuous function f : X ->• Y is continuous. 
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U.5 Theorem: If {a**(y) : y e Y, a e is a basis for the topo­
logy of the range space Y, then every weakly nearly continuous function 
f : X ->• Y is continuous. 
h.G Corollary: If the range space Y is regular, then every weakly 
nearly continuous function f : Y is continuous. 
The proofs of the above theorem and corollary are similar to 
those of Theorem 3.16 and Corollary 3.17-
U.T Theorem: If the range space Y is fully normal, then every 
weakly nearly continuous function f : X -> Y is nearly continuous. 
Proof: Let a E 0 and g be the open cover of Y consisting 
of the elements of "an open star-refinement of a. Let f : X -> Y be 
weakly nearly continuous. There exists a continuous function g : X ^ Y 
such that for every x e X, g(x) £ g%(V), f(x) e V for some V e g. 
But g*(V) is contained in U for some Usa. Thus, f(x), g(x) e U 
for every x e X and hence f is nearly continuous. 
We now proceed to investigate the compositions of weakly nearly " 
continuous functions with continuous and nearly continuous functions. 
4.8 Theorem: Let f : X -> Y be continuous (respectively, wealcly 
nearly continuous) and g : Y ->• Z be weakly nearly continuous 
(respectively, continuous). .Then the composed function gof : X Z is 
weakly nearly continuous. 
Proof: Let a be any open cover for Z, let f be continuous 
and let g be weakly nearly continuous. Let h : Y Z be a nearly 
continuous function which is a-near to g. Then for every x e X, 
g(f(x)), h(f(x)) e U for some U e a; that is, the function hjf is 
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a-near to gof. Since hof is nearly continuous by Theorem 3.18, it 
follows that gof is weakly nearly continuous by Theorem U.3. 
Next, let f be weakly nearly continuous and let g be con­
tinuous. Let a be any open cover for Z. Then g = {g ^(U) : U e a} 
is an open cover for Y. Since f is weakly nearly continuous, there 
exists a nearly continuous function h : X ->• Y which is g-near to f; 
that is, for every x e X, f(x), h(x) e g ^(U) for some U e a. There­
fore, for every x e X, g(f(x)), g(h(x)) e' U for some U e a. Since goh 
is nearly continuous by Theorem 3.18, it follows that gof is weakly, 
nearly continuous by Theorem k.3. 
U.9 Theorem: Let f : X -> Y and g : Y ->• Z be both nearly con­
tinuous functions. Then the composed function g^f : X -> Z is weakly 
nearly continuous. — • 
Proof: Let a be any open cover for Z and let h : Y Z 
be a continuous function which is a-near to g. Then for every x e X, 
g(f(x)), h(f(x)) E U for some U e a. Since hof is nearly continuous 
by Theorem 3.18, it follows that ggf is weakly nearly continuous by 
Theorem 4.3. 
4.10 Theorem: Let f : X Y be nearly continuous and g : Y -> Z 
be weakly nearly continuous. Then the composed function gof : X Z 
is weakly nearly continuous. 
Proof: Let a he any open cover for Z. Since g is weakly 
nearly continuous, there exists a continuous function h : Y -> Z such 
that for every y e Y, g(y) e U, h(y) e V; U, V e a and U O V f 6. 
Then g = {h ^ (U) : U e a} is an open cover for Y. Since f is nearly 
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continuous, there exists a continuous function k : X Y such that for 
every x £ X, f(x), k(x) e h ^(U) for some U e a. Therefore, 
g(f(x)) e V £ a such that V n U ^ Since h(k(x)) e U and h^k is 
continuous, it follows that g^f is weakly nearly continuous. 
4.11 Theorem: Let f : X -> Y be a weakly nearly continuous function 
of a connected space X into another space Y. Then f(X) is weakly 
nearly connected. If f is onto, then Y is connected. 
Proof: The first part of the theorem follows easily from the 
very nature of weakly nearly continuous functions. To prove the second 
part, let f be onto. Suppose that Y is separated so that Y = U U V 
where U and V are non-empty, disjoint, open subsets of Y. Then 
a = {U, V} is an open cover for Y. Since f is weakly nearly continuous, 
there exists a continuous function g : X -> Y such that for every x £ X, 
g(x) £ a**(f(x)). Clearly, a*%(f(x)) = Ù or V according as x £ f ^(U) 
or X £ f ^(V) . Therefore, g(X) H U ^ (J) r g(X) O V. But U n V = ç. 
This is a contradiction to the fact that g(X) is connected, g being 
cont inuous. 
The easy proof of the following theorem is omitted. 
4.12 Theorem: The weakly nearly continuous image of a compact space 
is weakly nearly compact. 
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CHAPTER V. RETRACTION AND FIXED POINT PROPERTY 
The following is a study of the retraction of topological spaces 
by nearly continuous functions and of the fixed point property in relation 
to nearly continuous functions. 
5.1 Definition : Let f : A ->• Y be a continuous function of a sub-
space A of a space X into a space Y. Then a nearly continuous func­
tion F : X Y is termed a nearly continuous extension (abbreviated 
as MCE) of f if and only if F|A = f. 
The nearly continuous extension problem is concerned with 
whether a given map f : A Y defined on a given subspace A of a given 
space X has a nearly continuous extension over X. In particular, if 
Y = A and f = i is the identity map on A, then we obtain an important 
special case of the nearly continuous extension problem which is known 
as the nearly continuous retraction problem. 
5.2 Definition: A nearly continuous function r of a space X 
onto a subspace A of X which is the identity on A (that is, 
r(x) = X for every x e A) is a nearly continuous retract function 
(ïïCRF) or a nearly continuous retraction of X onto A and is written 
as r ; X A. The subspace A of a space X is a nearly continuous 
re t r a c t  ( N C R )  o f  X  i n  c a s e  a  ne a r l y  c o n t i n u o u s  r e t r a c t i o n  r  :  XZ D A  
exists. 
Clearly, every (continuous) retract is a NCR; but the converse 
is not true as the following examples show. 
5.3 Example : Let X = {a, b, c} with the topology {(J), {a}, {a, b}, 
X}. Define r : X^{a, b} by r(a) = a = r(c); r(b) = b. Then {a, b} 
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is a NCR but not a (continuous) retract. 
5.1+ Example : If, in the Example 3.7, X is replaced by Y, then 
the function f will still be nearly continuous and {0, 1} will be a 
NCR of Y but not a (continuous) retract. 
The notions of nearly continuous neighborhood extension and 
retraction can, similarly, be introduced. The nearly continuous extension 
problem can be reduced to a nearly continuous retraction problem in the 
same way as the (continuous) extension problem is reduced to a (continuous) 
retraction problem as can be seen from the following theorem. 
5.5 Theorem: A subspace A of a space X is a nearly continuous 
(neighborhood) retract of X if and only if for any space Y, every map 
g : A -> Y has a nearly continuous extension over X (over an open sub-
space U of X). 
The proof is easy. 
The concepts of absolute (neighborhood) extensors and absolute 
(neighborhood) retracts can easily be extended to the nearly continuous 
case and several corresponding theorems can be proved easily. %bst of 
these theorems follow from the fact that the compositions of continuous 
and nearly continuous functions are nearly continuous (Theorem 3.18). 
The fixed point property in relation to nearly continuous func­
tions will now be investigated in the hope of providing the means for 
discovering additional spaces having the fixed point property. Extending 
a common practice, the fixed point property with respect to a nearly 
continuous function will be defined as follows: 
5-6 Definition: If every continuous (respectively, nearly continuous) 
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function of X into itself maps a point onto itself, X is said to have 
the fixed point property, fpp, (respectively, nearly continuous fixed 
point property, KCfpp). 
If X has the NCfpp, it has obviously the fpp; but the con­
verse is easily seen to be false as the following example shows. 
5.7 Example : Let X = {a, b, c} with the topology {(j), {a}, {a, b}, 
{a, c}, X}. The function f : X -> X defined by f(a) = b = f(c); f(b) 
= c is nearly continuous; but X fails to have the NCfpp. 
We now give an example of a space which has the KCfpp. 
5.8 Example : Let I = [O, l] and X = I x I and let V be the 
usual topology for X. Let U be the topology for IxI defined in 
Example 3.8. The space (X, U), which is Hausdorff but not regular, has 
the NCfpp. 
The following proof is motivated by and is similar to that of a 
theorem of Connell ([2], Theorem l). Let f : (X, U) -> (X, U) be any 
nearly continuous function. Let g : (X,U) (X, V) and h: (X, V) ^  (X, V) 
be defined by h(x) = g(x) = f(x) for every x s X. If i : (X, V) ^  (X, U) 
be the open bisection defined by i(x) = x for every xe X, clearly iog = f 
and f is nearly continuous. Therefore, g is nearly continuous by 
Corollary 3.20. But since the range space (X, V) of g is regular, g 
is continuous by Corollary 3.17. We next proceed to show that h is con­
tinuous. Since U and V coincide everywhere except at the origin, the 
\ 
continuity of g implies that of h everywhere except at the origin. To 
show that h is continuous at the origin, let G' be any V-open set con­
taining h((0, 0)) 5^ (0, 0). (If h((0, 0)) = (0, 0), f will have a 
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fixed point). Since X is regular at h((0, 0 ) ) ,  there exists a V-open 
set G such that h((0, 0))' ë"G and G C G'. Then h ^(G) = g ^(G) e U. 
h~^(G) is the same in both the topologies U and V and is closed in 
each. Then X - h ^(G) is open in each and (X - h ^(G) is the same 
in "both the topologies, is closed in each and contains X - h ^(G). 
Therefore X - (X - h ^(G)) is open in both topologies, is contained in 
h ^(G) and contains the origin. Now h ^(G) C h ^ (G)c:h ^(G'). Thus, 
there is a V-open set which contains (O, O) and whose image under h 
is contained in G'. Therefore, h is continuous andisnce has a fixed 
point. Since h(x) = f(x) for every x £ X, it follows that f has a 
fixed point. Hence the space (X, U) has the NCfpp. 
5.9 Remark : It can now be deduced that (X, U) has the fpp. How­
ever, this can easily be obtained by a direct application of a theorem of 
Connell ([2], Theorem l) which is quoted below. 
"Suppose X is a set and V is a topology for X such that 
(X, V) is a regular space with the f.p.p. If U is a stronger topology 
for X (i.e., contains more open sets) such that if R is open in U, 
its closure is the same in both topologies, then (X, U) has the f.p.p." 
In the light of the preceding, the above theorem can be general­
ized to yield the following 
5.10 Theorem: Suppose X is a set and V is a topology for X such 
that (X, V) is a regular space with the fpp. If U is a larger topology 
for X such that if R is open in U, its closure is the same in both 
topologies, then (X, U) has the NCfpp. 
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It can be shown similarly that the following HausdoriT space X  
which is not regular also has the NCfpp. 
5.11 Example : Let X be the set of all real numbers in the closed 
unit interval I = [O, l] with the topology U having the open intervals 
and the set Q of rationals as subbasis. (U is larger than the usual 
regular topology V and the closure of any U-open set is the same in 
both topologies). 
The notion of essential fixed points and the theorem of [l6] can 
now be extended to the case of nearly continuous functions. 
5.12 Definition : A fixed point p of a nearly continuous function 
f is said to be "essential" if for each neighborhood U of p, there 
is a neighborhood K of f in the near topology such that if g e U, 
g e j\'C, then g has a fixed point in U. 
5.13 Theorem: If X is a T^-space which has the NCfpp, then there 
is an f £ NC such that each fixed point of f is essential. 
Proof: Let a be any element of X and consider the function 
f e C c: KG where f(X) = a. Let U be any neighborhood of a. Then 
a = {U, X - {a}} is an open cover for X and W(f,a) is a neighborhood 
of f with the property that each g e W(f,a) H NC has a fixed point in 
U. Therefore a is an essential fixed point of f. Since a is the 
only fixed point of f, f is the required function. 
5.1^ Theorem: If X has the NCfpp and A is a nearly continuous 
retract of X, then A has the fpp. 
Proof: Let r : X 3 A be the NCRF of X onto A and let 
f : A ^  A be an arbitrarily given map. Consider the composed nearly 
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continuous function g = hofo^ : X ->- X, where h : A CI X stands for 
the inclusion map. Since X has the KCfpp, g must have a fixed point; 
that is, a point x e X such that g(x) = x. Since g(x) = f(r(x)) c A, 
this implies that the fixed point of g must he in A. Hence, r(x) = x 
and X = g(x) = f(r(x)) = f(x) . This proves that x is a fixed point of 
f and hence A has the fpp. 
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CILAPTER VI. CONCLUSION 
This study of near topology and nearly continuous functions is claimed 
to be neither conclusive in all aspects nor exhaustive. The following re­
marks will indicate some of the questions left unsolved. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the T^-separation properties, 
i = 1, 2, of the function space with near topology are obtained. But the 
author has been unsuccessful in his attempt to obtain necessaiyand/or 
sufficient conditions for further spearation properties (regularity and 
normality) of (F,!^). The attempt at comparing with the compact open 
topology Ti, and the graph topologies T (introduced by Poppe, H. [19]) 
and Tg (introduced by Naimpally, S. A. [l7]) has been only partially 
successful and an unsuccessful attempt has been made to compare with 
the connected-open topology (introduced by the author and Naimpally, S. A. 
[10]). 
Sufficient conditions have been determined under which the (weakly) 
nearly continuous functions are found to be continuous. The author has 
been only partially successful in his attempt to locate exactly the class 
(W)NC of (weakly) nearly continuous functions in relation to the classes 
of almost continuous functions (AC), connectivity functions (C "") and 
connected functions (C ). An investigation into the sets of sufficient 
conditions under which (W)NC will equal AC, 0 ^  or C ^ will help 
decide this question of location. A general study of these classes of 
non-continuous functions will help unify much of the similar and related 
properties of these functions. It is hoped that further scrutiny of nearly 
continuous functions on semi-metric spaces in particular will yield some 
interesting results and also provide the means for discovering additional 
spaces having the fixed point property. 
The theory of homotopy and retraction can be extended by suitably 
defining and developing the concepts of "nearly continuous homotopy" 
and "nearly continuous retraction". In fact, the idea of nearly con­
tinuous functions originated from the study of "Near maps and small 
homotopies" in Hu's "Theory of Retracts" [9]• 
The concept of nearly continuous functions can, hopefully, be 
extended to "multifunctions" following Ifhyburn's "Continuity of 
multifunctions" [22], "Peripheral continuity of multifunctions" [23] 
and "Factorization of partially continuous functions" [24]. 
It may be possible to introduce a semigroup structure on the class 
of nearly continuous functions similar to the one introduced by Magill, 
K. D., Jr. for continuous, closed and connected functions ([12] - [l$]). 
It may be worthwhile to develop the concepts of "nearly connected" 
and "nearly compact" sets and functions. 
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